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Transforming
Communities
through Design

Maximizing the use of natural light was a major design intent
of the TONA team. Ms. O’Neal explains, “The narrow profile of the
floor plan works best if the stairs, bathrooms and kitchen are clustered on the interior. We use skylights for dramatic effect and to bring
light further into these core spaces. In addition, open floor plans provide an uninterrupted flow between spaces, allowing an abundance of
natural light to fill the living areas and peneerrence O’Neal Architect LLC (TONA) is complettrate as far into the interior as possible.”
ing a group of multi-family rehabilitations in
Bay windows allow supplementary light to
Brooklyn and Queens. Commissioned by Emmanuel
enter and make best use of a limited space by
Realty and Abba Homes, NYC developers and leaders
visually extending the floor plate. “These projectin the affordable housing market, the projects are
ing, hexagonal-shaped windows expand the intepart of the Neighborhood Homes (NH) program of
rior and appear to ‘take in’ their surroundings.
the NYC Department of Housing Preservation and
They also offer a private, reflective place within a
Development (HPD). The full-scale renovations of
larger space,” says Ms. O’Neal.
541 Quincy – Street façade before and after restoration
nine apartment buildings in Bedford Stuyvesant and
Each building façade will have a distinct
roundings with a mixed vernacular of stucco and
two single-family homes in Hollis, Queens, advance
design identity, intended both to complement the
brick and varied colors.
the ongoing revitalization that is attracting increasing
respective
Ms. O’Neal says: “The exterior will offer a harnumbers of students, artists and young families to
neighbormonious balance without forcing architectural homothe Brooklyn area, and preserving a Queens neighhoods and
geneity.” Additional features are landscaped rear
borhood long prized for its cohesive sense of commuprovide a
yards accessible from the ground floor affording outnity and superior schools.
pleasant
door family space and such eco-friendly elements as
The design was a collaboration of a team led
contrast to
Energy Star appliances, compact fluorescents, boilers
by TONA design principal, Heather Philip O’Neal,
the surproperly sized for each building, low VOC paints, and
AIA; Emmanuel Realty partners, Benathan
formaldehyde-free adhesives. The finished buildings
Upshaw and Christopher Bramwell; and Abba
will be marketed first to existing tenants, then to
Homes owner, Elsie Ortiz, who was invited to
qualified buyers who, as owner occupants, may rent
develop seven of the Brooklyn projects at the
out portions of the space.
conclusion of the design phase. Mr. Bramwell’s
TONA Principal Terrence E. O’Neal notes, “This
initial request to TONA was to “design apartchallenging set of projects satisfies our commitment
ments and homes that are both attractive and
to improving the quality of life through design and
functional, using layouts that work for real
651 DeKalb – Street façade before and after restoration
architecture” ■
families.”
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Heather Philip O’Neal is
Design Principal of TONA

H

eather Philip O’Neal, AIA, has been
appointed design principal of Terrence
O’Neal Architect LLC (TONA), overseeing the
conceptual design of all projects. In 2004,
Ms.O’Neal joined the firm as managing principal. With particular expertise in single and
multi-family housing, schools and public build- Heather Philip O’Neal, AIA
ings, she is leading the TONA team in investigating new visions in design.
Ms. O’Neal is one of the featured professionals in “2%–Women of Color
in Design,” an ongoing exhibit organized by Boston Architectural College
(BAC) that debuted in May 2008 during the AIA National Convention, and
was featured in October at the NOMA conference in Washington, DC.
She was an assistant professor at the New York City College of
Technology, a CUNY college, and was the director of education for the
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American Institute of Architects (AIA) New York Chapter (2006 -2007). Ms.
O’Neal is the past president of the New York Chapter of the National
Organization of Minority Architects (NYCOBA-NOMA), and is currently serving on the NOMA national board as treasurer.
Ms. O’Neal holds a B. Arch. from Pratt Institute and an M.S. in Real
Estate Development from the Graduate School of Architecture, Planning, and
Preservation at Columbia University. Wife of Terrence E. O’Neal, she is
licensed to practice architecture in New York and New Jersey. ■

Terrence E. O’Neal Receives Del Gaudio
Service Award from AIANYS

T

errence E. O’Neal, AIA, principal of Terrence O’Neal Architect LLC, received the
Matthew W. Del Gaudio Service Award at the annual AIANYS convention in
White Plains, New York, last fall. The award, named for the late Matthew W. Del
Gaudio, FAIA, a founder of the NYS Association of Architects, is a tribute to Mr.
O’Neal’s active involvement in AIANYS, his leadership in the state, and his dedication to the profession. Mr. O’Neal is currently serving a three-year term as
regional director on the Board of Directors of AIA National. ■
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